
Required Supplies and Sewing Tools 
Pattern: Many printed patterns are currently out of stock, so I’m recommending a pdf 
download pattern. It is the Classic Tee from Love Notions Patterns (lovenotions.com). I like this 
pattern because it includes a wide size range, three different necklines, four sleeve lengths, 
and a separate front pattern piece with extra shaping for a large bust. And, it’s only $5. 
However, I know some students do not like pdf patterns and having to glue them together. In 
that case, all commercial pattern companies sell basic tee shirt patterns. Choose one you like, 
such as Simplicity 8376 or McCall’s 6964. Also, many patterns have a basic tee shirt included 
as part of an outfit. Your pattern should be semi fitted with the sleeve fitted to the top of the 
shoulder. Please, no raglan sleeves for this class. In the first class, we will discuss how to 
quickly get a pdf pattern glued together and traced off to tissue paper so it’s easier to fit.


For pattern tracing: Some people prefer to trace the pdf pattern onto something lightweight 
after printing. Joann’s sells Pellon 810 tracing material that has a 1” grid printed on it. I have 
found it stocked with interfacing on a rack near their cutting table. I believe about 1.5 yards will 
be enough to trace off a Tee Shirt and a couple sleeve patterns.


Fabric: Stable jersey or interlock knit. For this project a medium weight cotton knit with a bit of 
spandex is a good choice. Thread Play has a limited supply of pre-cut, white, cotton/spandex 
jersey for purchase. Convenient! Tissue thin knits or rayon or poly knits are a bit challenging, so 
save those for a future project.


Thread: All purpose poly thread for a sewing machine, or quality serger thread for your 
overlocker.


Basting Glue Stick, available at Thread Play.


Twin Needle if using a sewing machine for hemming: Schmetz Stretch Twin Needle 2.5/75 or 
3.0/75 (optional, I’ll provide other choices for hems as well)


To stabilize the shoulder seams: I recommend Sewkeys E brand Kint Stay Tape in 1/2” width. 
It’s available at Thread Play.


To stabilize hems: I recommend Sewkeys E brand Double Sided Fusible in 1/2” width. It’s 
available at Thread Play.


See you in class!

http://lovenotions.com

